Cycle trip from Oxford to Ostia Parmense
In July 2011 I cycled from Oxford to Ostia Parmense. Here is a day-by-day summary
of the trip. A big thank you to all who sponsored me for the trip. I raised over £1000
for the British Lung Foundation.

Day 1 : Oxford (A) - > Portsmouth (B)
I set off from Mansfield around 10am thinking “what the hell am I doing”. I had set
the new TomTom app on my iPhone to navigate me to Portsmouth and had set it to
pipe instructions to me through an ear piece. As I approached the end of Mansfield
Road I wasn’t even 100% it would get me out of Oxford ok. But then Daniel (the
name of the TomTom voice) said “in 90 yards turn right” and so off I went down
towards Balliol, Lincoln and the down St Aldates heading South. It had begun…

The first hour was fine, on roads I knew, but then the TomTom decided it wanted to
send me down a very minor looking road that seemed to be completely the wrong
direction. So I took the plung and followed it and after a while it seemed to head
back in the right direction. After another hour I started to feel a bit more confident
that the navigation was going to be ok, as the TomTom seemed to be keeping me
well clear of any traffic on some very nice country roads. Lunch was a sandwich at a
bakery and by about 3.30pm I was at Portsmouth over looking the harbor and
feeling pretty fresh.
My ferry was due to leave at 11pm so I pottered about Portsmouth seafront for a
few hours. Had a not very nice takeaway Chinese and then headed to the ferry port
at about 7pm, bought a copy of The Observer and a chocolate milk and was just
relaxing with the paper when another cyclist approached to ask if he could lock his
bike to mine with my lock while we waited for the ferry. We got chatting and it
turned out he was also doing a bike trip and had just ridden down from Edinburgh in
3 days!! That’s about 170miles a day. I told him my plan for 100 miles a day and he
was adamant that I could do more than that. He also was travelling much lighter
than me with just a minimal camelbak rucsac with hardly anything else in at all. This
made quite an impression on me, and goes someway to explaining why the next few
days I got ahead of schedule. I boarded my ferry at 10.30 and settled into my room.
Got a ridiculously stupid amount of enjoyment seeing that my continental iPhone
charger plugged in and worked. The crossing was smooth and I slept like a baby.
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Day 2 : Le Harve (C) -> Chartres (D)
I pretty much ate as much as I could at breakfast and then headed down to get my
bike. Very exciting as I had no idea at all how the day was going to pan out or where
I’d end up. A small group of cyclists had assembled at the front of the boat. I met one
guy heading in the same direction so we decided to head off together. I think he was
rather suspicious of my TomTom’s ability to work well but after 20 mins he was
more convinced. We cycled for around an hour and then Daniel wanted me to turn
left. So I said goodbye to my buddy and off we went.
The next hour or so was awesome. Cycling along an idyllic twisting country road right
by a bubbling stream. It then opened up a bit and I twisted my way along very quiet
roads through big open fields of corn, and the periodic small little village.
Around 1pm I tried to stop for lunch. I found a store but it didn’t seem to have much
I wanted to by so I bought a few bananas and headed off and then found a better
place. I don’t speak French (and this didn’t go down well) but managed to end up
with a ham sandwich and an Orangina.
After the lunch I made the decision to try and get to Chartres. This was 30 miles
further than I’d planned but I was feeling fresh and still had the advice about doing
170 miles a day in my head. It was a pretty hot day. I plodded on through the
afternoon and got to Chartres late afternoon. Chartres is twinned with my home
town of Chichester and has a very impressive cathedral. I found a hotel in the center
of town. They wouldn’t let me keep my bike in my room but were happy for me to
chain to the radiator in the restaurant! I washed my kit and then went and had a big
bowl of pasta and a glass of wine at a restaurant by the cathedral.
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Day 3 : Chartres (D) -> Nevers (F)
I decided to try and make it to 140 miles to Nevers. This would put me a whole day
ahead of schedule after 3 days. After a good nights sleep I ate a big breakfast and
headed off early. Got 66miles done by lunch via Orleans. The landscape was very
flat and mostly I spent the day cycling through massive wheat fields. The roads were
quiet and smooth. Had a nice lunch at Jargeau at a restaurant by a river. I used the
web to book a B&B (or Chambre d’hotes) near Nevers. This gave me a clear target
for the afternoon, 80 miles away. It was hot! I’d slightly burned my arms the
previous day in the sun so was wearing my armwarmers all day which made it a tad
hotter and I’m sure all the other cyclists I passed were wondering why I was wearing
them. The riding was nice cycling a long quiet D roads along the Loire valley. The
villages were beautiful and without trying I came across some impressive Chateaus!
Stops for more Orangina and icecream followed and I got to Nevers in the evening.
The B&B was great (only 50 Euro) and the family who ran it were very nice and very
welcoming. I found a nice restaurant in Pougues-les-Eaux. . It was around this time
that my friend Jesse suggested in a text that red wine was the key to recovery on
trips like this. So I had a beer and half a bottle of wine with dinner! For the next 25
days I had at least a half a bottle of wine a day. Good times! The wine was good but I
didn’t eat enough carbs. I should have just ordered pasta but the lamb shank on the
menu sucked me in. Slept like a baby.
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Day 4 : Nevers (F)-> Theirs (G)
I was tired after the pervious day. The lack of carbs the night before was a bit of a
mistake. I started slowly and slowly warmed up. I made it to Moulins for lunch and
then plodded on to Vichy. Outside of Vichy I put my foot down up a short steep hill
and something felt like it tore in my right thigh. Not great. I tried to ride and stretch
it out but it wasn’t happy. This was to be a problem for quite a few days!! Saw a sign
to a Chambre D’Hote 9km away so decided to try my luck. By the time I found it
cycling wasn’t very fun. I arrived and asked if they had a room, the lady instantly
showed me a room off the lobby which was great so I said I’d take it. She then asked
if I wanted to eat there as she was cooking dinner so I said yes again. She then told
me that I was welcome to relax in the garden at the back of the house. Result!
Within 1 minute of arriving I had a room, dinner and a place in the sun to relax. I
washed my kit and sat in garden for an hour. Very nice. I ate dinner with a dutch
couple doing a motorcycle trip through Europe. Lots of wine with dinner but hardly
any carbs came with the meal! I should have just asked for a plate of pasta but just
filled up on bread….and more wine…..
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Day 5 : Theirs (G) -> Le Puy en Velay (H)
My leg didn’t feel good to start with and then it started to rain. I got soaked so
pulled into to a café to dry off and let the rain pass for 90mins. This was when the
climbing started up into the Massif Central. I couldn’t put much pressure through my
right leg so climbing wasn’t too fun. I had lunch in Ambert and then after lunch my
leg started to feel a lot better so I pushed on. The roads were great. Very quiet and
every now and then I’d get a great view. Daniel the SatNav kept wanting me to take
very minor roads but with my leg not great I decided to stick to the main D road to
Le Puy en Velay. With about 20 miles to go the leg went again so I limped into Le Puy
en Velay around 6pm. Cycled into the center, found tourist information, got a map of
hotels and then got a beer! After a little work I persuaded the hotel to let me keep
my bike in my room and then started work on recovery. Le Puy en Velay is very nice.
Very gothic. Walking was a bit of a problem though… I hunted out an Italian
restaurant and ate a massive bowl of pasta and half a bottle of wine. Out like a light!
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Day 6 : Le Puy en Velay (H) -> Montelimar (I)
After a big breakfast I stocked up on Powerade and cereal bars (and had a cheeky
second breakfast of crepe with nutella) and then headed off. Pretty much started
climbing from the word go for 2 hours or so. It was worth it for the views, at what
has to have been pretty much the top of the Massif Central. Had a great lunch at a
nice little bar and then headed on. My leg wasn’t really good which was a bit
annoying as the roads were good riding and I felt like putting my foot down. No
traffic. Really quiet. As I started to descend it got hotter and hotter and by the time I
reached Montelimar it was sweltering. Had a beer at a bar and then found a hotel.
Nice pasta meal and half a bottle of wine.
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Day 7 : Montelimar (I) -> Sault (K)
This was to be a big day with a detour up ‘the giant of Provence’ which is Mont
Ventoux. Leg felt a lot better in the morning and for 2 hours I made good progress
and was able to out some decent pressure through my right thigh. With hindsight
maybe I shouldn’t have gone so hard as my thigh decided to play up again. I took a
long lunch stop and ate a big lunch to try and rest. Again with hindsight not the best
idea. Should have just kept going and drunk Powerade and eaten less. After lunch I
had to decide whether to ride Mont Ventoux or not. It was about 33 Degrees at 2pm
and my leg felt rubbish….. so I climbed it…which was a bit stupid. It was fun, but only
in that “I know I will look back on this and be glad I did it” kind of way. Its 21km long
and every 1km there is a sign telling you about the steepness of the next km. It starts
ok at 6-8% or so through shaded roads. Then its goes up to 10-12% for quite a while.
Some time later….and having drunk and ate everything on me, I reached the top. The
views were stunning. It was disappointing not to have been able to climb it with
decent legs but there you go. I will go back one day….maybe! The descent was long
and although required not much pedaling, by this stage just hanging on the bike was
pretty tiring. There were lovely purple lavender fields everywhere now.
I had booked somewhere in Sault in advance. Finding it was a bit fiddly but it was
worth it. A very nice chalet style hotel with view looking across lavender fields
towards Mont Ventoux. I’d been bitten by a wasp on my thigh the day before and
the bite had swollen a bit so I asked if they had any cream but was told lavender was
the cure! Someone was sent to get some and I was told to rub it on the bite. I did
and maybe it helped a bit. A glass of ice cubes definitely did help to reduce the
swelling. The beer on my balcony and the half bottle of wine with dinner did the
rest…
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Day 8 : Sault (K) -> Manosque (L)
The plan today was to see the Gorges du Verdon as I’d been recommended to see
these by Olivier. The roads were undulating and now I was low and in the South it
was noticeably hotter. Upto now Daniel’s choice or roads had been fantastic. Nice
and quiet but at the same time direct. Today Daniel had a bad day. After 2 hours or
so he took down a road which was unpaved. This had happened before but only for
a few hundred metres, so it was never a big problem, especially as I was riding tough
winter tires. This section ended up being about 3 miles long and was mostly uphill.
About halfway up I got a puncture. I fixed the puncture quickly and walked out the
rest of the road but then instantly got another puncture when I started riding on
tarmac again. A closer inspection uncovered a 1cm slash in the rear tire. Not good. I
put a 5 Euro note inside the tire to block the hole as a temporary fix but with only
one spare tube left and rather a lot of miles left to cycle I needed to find a bike shop.
But it was a Sunday, and as I was about to find out, many shops are also closed on
Monday in France. I headed off to Manosque and with some web searching I decided
to call it quits for the day and wait for a local Intersport shop to open on Monday
morning. So I had a shorter day and longer rest than usual. A huge plate of pasta at a
nice restaurant in a square in town, with the now obligatory half bottle of wine and I
got a great nights sleep.
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Day 9 : Manosque (L) -> Monte Carlo (R)
I was at Intersport for 9am. It wasn’t 100% certain they’d sell road tyres but it turned
out to be an Aladins cave of tyres. New tyre, tubes and energy bars were bought, a
quick tyre change in the car park and then I was off. The target was Monte Carlo
which was 140miles away and it was baking hot. The road climbed steadily all the
way to Riez but it was quiet and it was nice to be moving again. My legs were feeling
ok. I had a pain-au-chocolat stop in Riez.
As I approached the Gorges du Verdon the scenery started to get very nice with
great views of Lac de Sainte-Croix. The road then really kicked up to La Palud-surVerdon. A group of cyclists came past going just that bit quicker to me. I tagged on
the back and started to climb with them which was fun. It was now getting very hot.
At La Palud-sur-Verdon I stopped for water and had to decide whether to do the
scenic loop to really see the gorges. It was already 12noon and I had a long way to go
so I decided to head on. Definitely a place to revisit some day. A twisting road
huggling the edge of a gorge followed and I stopped in Castelane for lunch.
It was super hot now and I hid in the shade of the main square for as long as I could
before heading off. The next couple of hours were hard. My right leg was playing up
again and road was tough. After 3 cols I was starting to think I wouldn’t make it but
then vista opened up and I could see I was in for some serious downhill. Had a
cheeky mini-quiche at Saint-Vallier-de-Thiey and then put my head down to get to
the sea. I arrived at Cagnes-sur-Mer around 7pm. My phone was nearly on empty so
I found a bike shop and asked nicely if I could charge my phone. The guy who owned
the shop was great and we chatted about my trip. It turned out he used to be Lance
Armstrong’s mechanic at US Postal so we had a good chat about that. With hindsight
I now realize that this was Phillipe Marie
http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/cycling/2014/04/09/lance-armstrongnamed-names-written-answers-doping/7532825/
I stocked up energy bars and headed off to Monte Carlo. Riding through Nice along
the promenade was fun. Kinda like the one at Brighton but just a tad nicer. Literally
the whole town was out running. Never seen anything like it. Phillipe had told me
there was a small climb just before Monte Carlo, maybe 1km. It was quite a lot
longer and really finished me off. I was not going very fast now.
I arrived in Monte Carlo just after sunset. I had not booked a room but had a name
of a hotel just north of Monte Carlo in Beausoleil (Monaco is just a small strip of land
by the sea). The hotel was full so they sent me to the Novatel in Monte Carlo. This
was a lot nicer hotel. I walked in the front door with my bike put it against a wall and
headed to the front desk. I wasn’t looking great. I had a layer of sweat, sun cream
and road on most of me and my kit wasn’t smelling great. I probably wasn’t the kind
of customer they were used to and was attracting some attention from the rather
smartly dressed guests in the lobby. But they were very helpful. Monte Carlo was
choc-a-bloc with very few rooms left. They managed to secure me a rather pricy
room at the Fairmont Monte Carlo but it was right next to the casino. I cycled over
and was greeted by some hotel staff who were clearly expecting me. I was ushered

in a side door and straight into the luggage store where my bike was stowed. The
Novatel had clearly warned them I was a bit mucky and I think they were doing their
best to hid me.
The hotel room was great, and it should have been for the price! I downed a beer
from the mini-bar, showered, washed my kit and headed off to find some food. I was
a bit apprehensive about what prices I might be expected to pay for food. All I
wanted was some pasta and some wine. I headed off towards the casino and passed
the Café de Paris. A rather opulent looking outdoor restaurant right next to the
casino and opposite the Hotel de Paris (which I think is the best hotel in town). A
quick look at the menu convinced me it was worth a try. I had no idea if I’d get a
table but was seated quickly right in the middle of restaurant. There was a band
playing and the atmosphere was great. The meal was amazing. I almost cried when I
tasted my starter. The half bottle of wine went down like a treat with the pasta and I
couldn’t resist the profiterroles to finish. Great end to a great day. I was quite drunk
as I headed off back to the hotel but I managed to notice that my hotel was right on
the hairpin bend of the Monte Carlo GP circuit!!
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Day 10 : Monte Carlo (R) -> Genoa (S)
I woke up with a muggy head. The roof top breakfast over looking the harbor helped.
I ate rather a lot and could have happily stayed there all morning. A quick lap of the
GP circuit on the bike, a few photos by the casino and off I headed. Legs were heavy
and the road was rolling. I gradually warmed up and after a short time I crossed into
Italy. The road hugged the coast pretty much all the way to Genoa and at many
points it was very nice but now I was on roads with lots of traffic. The past 8 days I’d
been mostly on very quiet roads with little traffic so it wasn’t as fun as I’d thought it
might be. I arrived in Genoa early evening with no hotel room. Google wasn’t
flooding me with options so I ended up with somewhere rather less nice than the
Fairmont.
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Day 11 : Genoa (S) -> Ostia de Parmense (V)
Last day and it started very hot. I was happy to get out of Genoa (I won’t be going
back there in a hurry) and headed off along the coast. It was an emotional day. I was
tired now and emotional about reaching Ostia. My Nonna passed away in January
and I was going to be hard arriving without her there. Around lunch time in Chiavari I
was getting quite emotional but friends bucked me up by text and got me moving.
The climb up to Passo del Bocco was good. I put my foot down and it felt great. At
the top I stopped at the bar and knew I was almost home. I arrived in Ostia about
90mins later. I cycled up to the farm. Easily the steepest climb in 1100 miles! It was
very quiet and peaceful there. Nonna’s neighbor Giovannino was home so we had a
good chat and shared a beer. It was a nice way to finish and chatting with him about
my Nonna was nice. I then headed down to the bar. It was around 5.30pm or so and
there was the usual crowd of guys sitting outside. Most of them know me so when I
pulled up they asked where I’d been (I think they thought I’d just been riding round
for the day). I said I’d just ridden from England and they all laughed! Clearly I was
joking….I had a beer and sat outside. I chatted to a few people about my trip. Not
100% sure they believed me….
I bought some food at Marialenas and headed to my flat. It was nice to be there and
I enjoyed cooking and relaxing with a dvd and bottle of wine that I’d bottled a few
years earlier with Nonna. It had been a glorious 1,100 mile adventure, dedicated to
the memory of my Nonna, that I will definitely be doing again one day
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Equipment
For the cyclists reading this who are interested in the kit I took here is a list
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Derosa Macro (Campag Centaur/Veloce mix, Eurus wheels, Continental
Gatorskin Ultra tyres)
Two 750ml bottles
1 lightweight combination cable lock
Topeak TriBag Mesh Cover Top Tube Bag, Altura Fusion Day Saddle Bag
Two spare tubes, 2 tyre levers, chain tool, multitool, minipump
Iphone4 with TomTom Western Europe app, Otterbox iphone case,
headphones, Apple Europe USB adapter, USB cable.
Paper maps (pages taken from Michelin road map.
Passport, credit cards, money
50ml bottles of factor 30 and 15 suncream.
Toothpaste, toothbrush, disposable razor, 50ml bottle of travel wash.
Bibshorts, short sleeve fullzip jersey, helly hansen vest, gloves, armwarmers,
lightweight rainjacket, sidi ergo2 shoes, cycling socks, Giro Ionos helmet,
Oakley Razor glasses
Rohan bags trousers, Short sleeve shirt, Espadriles, Socks, Underwear

Navigation
I navigated primarily using the TomTom app on my iphone4. I cannot recommend
this enough for a way of navigating on trip like this. The app has an option to select a
route suitable for bikes and it worked very well. Each day I selected the destination
and adjusted the route to go via towns/places I wanted to visit. I then piped the
directions through a headphone into one ear. It meant that I rarely had to stop to
consult maps and could just focus on the riding. Two advantages of TomTom app
over using Google maps (which is free) is that all the maps are preloaded on the
iphone and you don’t need to download maps as you go (as would be the case if you
use Google Maps) and that you get voice instructions which you can pipe though
headphones. The only downside of the TomTom was that occasionally its idea of a
road suitable for a bike wasn’t very good. It took me down a few short stretches of
road that were unpaved. Mostly this was only for a few hundred metres or so but
one day it took me down a 3-4km stretch and I got a puncture.

